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Police break iip
off-campus party
By Andrea Krasker
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A party held at an off-campus
house attracted the attention of
neighbors and Watervillepolice last
Wednesday evening, Sept. 9.
Policedisbanded approximately
100 Colby students after receiving
noise complaints from neighbors
beginning at 10:15 p.m., according
to the Waterville Police log. The site
of the party, a building commonly
known as "The Ritz" at 18Summer
Street in downtown Waterville,has
traditionallyhoused Colby students
during the school year. Six Colby
seniors reside there this year. They
are Chris Anderson, Tim Von Jess,
FrankRobison,Jason Barnes,Marty
Eitreim and Sloan Black.
One of the reasons the party was
larger than expected was the dry
campus, according to Anderson.

Tve had planned to have only close
acquaintances but anyone who decided theywerein themoodtodrink
decided to head down,"said Anderson. "We were careful about having
no freshmen. Three of us were
COOT leaders and were conscious
of the dry period."
Sloan Blackhasbeen summoned
to appear in court on charges of
disorderly conduct in connection
with the party, according to the
Waterville Police report. If found
guilty by a judge, Black will face a
fine anywhere from $1to $500, and
will have a criminal record because
of this misdemeanor, according to
Waterville Police Lieutenant Joe
Massey.
"The only reason [Black] was
summoned was not because he personally was 'disturbing the peace'
.b^j yb e^u^e/ihe;.was the first to apprbach\fhVpolice officers," said
Anderson.

The house where it all happened.
"If you're going to have such
large parties with other houses in
such close proximity, it's not going
to go over," said Massey. He suggested that in the future the students discuss their plans with their
neighbors first. Massey also said
that it would help if people leaving
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the party do not "piss on the lawn,
swear and vomit."Anderson said that
he and his roommates have spoken
to neighbors and will put more
thought into parties.
a Waterville Police broug ht the
matter to the attention of Earl Smith,
dean oif the College on Thursday
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morning. Police supplied the administration with a copy of the police report.
Black also faces possible sanctions from the College,according to
Smith. Though Colby does not become involved with police sanctions, the College itself examines
incidents on "a case by case basis
and determines what actions to
take,"said Smith.Students who "get
in trouble in town get in trouble
with Colby." Smith referred to the
Student Handbook which reads:
"Students guilty of misconduct offcampus are subject to Colby sanctions even if prosecution is not pursued by outside authorities."
"If we are able to handle
Waterville police and neighbors,
that should be our main concern,"
said Anderson. "I don't agree with
Earl Smith's 'double jeopard y '
policy."
"We have some role to play as a
College in this community.We can't
say we just don't care. Yet this is not
a matter of any great crime being
involved,"said Smith. Black will go
before J-Board, according to Smith,
"I really don't think th ey'll be discipli n ed," said Smith.?

Bever age defends Students gain experience
need-blind policy working at conventions
By Matt McGinness

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Last April, a decision was
reached that admissions at Colby
would no longer be conducted on a
completely need-blind basis. Since
that time, there has been a great
deal of controversy about needblind admissions and the effect of
the now policy on Colby's ability to
recruit minorities.
The new admissions policy has
been misunderstood, according to
Dean of Admissions Parker Beverage. There has been no fundamental change in admissions policy,but
that if the college is in danger of
exceeding its financial aid budget,
the admissions staff will review the
applications of candidates who are
"on the margin" and who applied
for financial aid, said Beverage.
"On the margin", according to
Beverage, is a reference to the applicants who are less qualified and
may or may not receive admission
under normal circumstances. Last
year, thirty-five candidates were
wait listed because the college had
already exceeded its financial aid
budget. There were no students
from racial minorities among the
thirty-five.
"I am being held accountable by
the president,faculty, and students
to uphold our commitment to enroll a diverse student body," said
Beverage in a recent interview,
"There isn 't any studen t from a ra-
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Dean of Admissions ana
Fin. Aid, Parker Beverage
cial minority who has been hurt by
our policy."
Whether or not candidates for
admission who have applied for financial aid will be wait listed or
denied admission will depend on
the composition of future applicant
pools; "I think that the students and
faculty cantake pridein the college's
commitment to a balanced budget,"
said Beverage.
"It's entirely misleading to say
that ability to pay is considered in
the same sense that essays or SAT
scores are," said Beverage.
The new policy will have no dramatic effect on the admissions process other than a few "eleventh
hour" decisions to wait list "on the
margin" candidates who have applied for financial aid, according to
Beverage. This will occur only if it
appears that the financial aid budget is in danger of being exceeded .?

<ondt#fc of a campaign and textbook
politics*"You read all about the big
speeches and hugecrowds,but not
about all the preparation that goe&
into it alt Often time*you don't see
tho final product of your tabor be*
causeyou'reofMoingsomethingelse
.„ the only disappointment washav~
irtg to few0 when if was over/ he
said
Jonathan Kaplan'94 also worked
i rt LittleKockand asa delegatefo^cker

NotCovernorCimton,butfcbecam->
paign " ho said, citingthe inaccu*
racy of the press and the maliciousnessof politiciansas twodisappointments, "Everyone'$0utfor
themselves/ Whatever it takes: to
get already they/H do it* I became
p retty cynical,"he said.
Dcfj pj tethe lowpointsthecampaign "reallyclimbed a mountain
from mid-May to July," Kaplan
said, "Seeing Bill, Hilary, and
Cheteea made up for a lot"
Ben Marglin *% attended the
DNC as a runner for CableNews
Network fCNM] after interning at

$0y«raKoIby$tud0nt$hac*fftft
opportunity thissummer to participate in various capacities at
theDemoctatieorRepublicanNational Conventions {DNC or
RNCK Contributingas interns to
the frantic pulse of election year at the DNC "Tho magnitude of the
politicsleft some exhilaratedand whole thin$madeit difficultto sum*
others exhausted, with general mattes/" he said, but he cameaway
sen&mentsor"gratificationand sat* feelingthat it was a positive expertisfaction with a j o bwelldone.
<ro*o with ftom* Negative and por- the news $totion on a Colby in
After spending time iipi kittle haps discouraging aspects, 'It was
RooK Ark,M ping With prepara- well worth it, but what I saw—the commm
pNQ
tions &r the Democratk ConVem* process^left^badt{istein mymouth. i!<mtimed 'o'H p ag$ 3.7
tionfirikBelenky '93wonMoNow
Yorkto wwk0$fl delegatefrafe.
^Asatr«tfk«Jrtwa^rosp<mj }iblo ^r
facilitating thfc communicative
process/' he said* ttelonky de-*
scribed h)$ Job more oixnpty m a
"rvwmir ,*
Neither tho overwhelming
amount o( busywork nor the 16-

to t$* hour day* dampened
BiHenky^ijnthuj tl^m/Thegreat^
est thing about working tor the
campaign wasthat i t putahumnn
face on palUlcswmyotj realize poli^
Mm* arc r<>n)ty dedicated hu*
man beings and it ftivos you a
g» eater appreciation of them " he
said ,
Batenky WM i>w$lr$iir)witfcd <tt
tho disparity between tho actual
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Newsand Feat ures
Campus Security takes
polygraph about fire
Members of the Security staff were asked to take a polygraph (lie detector) test concerning this summer's Fieldhouse
fire,accordingto Directorof Safety and Securityjohn Frechette.
Frechette said that the State Fire Marshal's office requested
that the test be administered to aid in the investigation.
Security Officer Jim Dickinson, one Colby employee who
took the polygraph, declined to comment on the contents and
results bf the test.(R.L.)

Cotter and Higgins
Address Community
The State of the College Address took place on Monday,
September 14 in the Page Commons Room. President Cotter
and Student Association (Stu-A) President Bill Higgins gave
speeches.
Cotter discussed need blind admissions and stressed that
the impact on diversity would be minimal."[We] know of no
other wayto controlthe budget,"he said.Cotter also addressed
"[those who accuse us of] caring too much about ho w we treat
one another, not enough about free speech." He said that
Colby should be "a community where everyoneis free from
verbal harassment."
In his speech, Higgins talked about his-commitment to
using students' idea and making a difference. The new hall
contracts are in the hands of the students and are the responsibility of the hall to uphold. "Live it,love it,or lose it,"
said Higgins. He challenged students to bring their idea to
Sru-A. "Every voice on campus will be heard,"he said.(R.L.)

What's Hot and What's Not

Extra class "puzzles"
students
American Studies Chair Charlie Bassett and Associate
Professor of American Studies David Lubin asked their Senior Seminar class to meet the Tuesday before the first day of
classes. This was so that the students did not unnecessarily
miss a week of the course, according to Lubin. The course,
American Studies 493: "The American Thirties,"met on that
Tuesday evening to watch a movie. Some students were
"puzzled" by the change in schedule, according to'Dean of
Faculty Bob McArthur. Lubin said that the complaints were
unfounded, considering that the class meets only once per
week.(R.L.)

Goldwater
Scholarship Winners

Tuesday's issue of the Boston Globe featured in its Living/
Arts section a display of "What'sHot on campus." Many of the
items were throw backs from the sixties such as Birkenstocks,
tarot cards, body piercing,long or dreadlocked hair, the Peace
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship Foundation for
Corps, Garth Brooks, Aids Testing and majoring in forestry.
Newer fads include bad television shows like "Melrose Place," Excellence and Education awarded up to $7000 per yeartoward
decaffeinated soft drinks, Cookie Dough Ice Cream, ethnic the cost of Colby tuition to Danielle Jameson '94 and Brian
cuisine, and dropping out. What's Out? Side Burns and tie Carlson, according to the office of financial aid.Sponsored by
theUnitedStatesCongressto encouragethepursuit of excellence
dyes. (K.L.)
in math and natural sciences, this prestigious award is given
yearly to as many as three hundred college sophomores and
juniors nation wide. The participants must be in the top fourth
of their class, have better than a B average and be interested in
pursuing a career in the math or science fields. (S.I.)
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Echo repor t er takes campus on two wheels
elevator down to the front entrance
of the Health Center. When I finally
got through the door I found myself
STAFF WRITER
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_
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¦_
at the top of. a very steep ramp
between the Spa and Dana. 1started
Last year during Parents' down slowly but acceleratedrapidly.
Weekend I saw a student pushing an This was scary stuff! Then I turned
older man, possibly his father, in a right and rolled toward my dorm,
wheelchair along Mayflower Hill Dana. "Comingthrough!" I called to
Drive. I wondered why they did not a group of students standing in the
use one of the many paths in front of middle of the path. I waited
the library which would be much impatiently as they stared at me.
easier and safer. Later I realized that Couldn't they see that they were in
too many stairsmade it inconvenient my way? I could not just go around
for thisstudent to showhis father the them on a grass hillside without
classic Colby view from Miller tipping over.
Library.Fora person in a wheelchair
Finally they moved out of the
the library is at the end of a complex way,and I continued on my tour. I
maze of barriers.
could not go in the side entrance of
This year I decided to see just Dana unless I wanted to roll down
how wheelchair accessible Colby somestairs.Itriedthefrontentrance,
really is. I borrowed a wheelchair but there was a step in my way.Then
from the Health Center and set out I noticed that the glass doors to the
to cross the campus aided by two cafeteriawereopen,soI rolled inside.
assistants, Gary Alterson '94 and The doors are locked in winter, but
Mike Daisy '95. "Well be back in I'm sureif I knockedsomeonewould
two hours, tops," I said.
open them.
The rules were simple. I would
I ignored the stares and got a
try to get to all the major buildings tray.The silverwarewasnoproblem
on campus without getting out of for my long arms, but a smaller
the chair. I was determined to get person might havehad trouble. The
around as much as I could without counters where the servers put the
help from the others. Their job was plates was also a stretch. I could
to make sure I didn't roll away and push a chair out of the way,though,
end up ina wheelchairpermanently. and eat at a table if I wanted.
It was fun, at first. I took the

By Douglas Hill

I decided to see if I could get to
my room. I cut through the kitchen
to theelevatorwithoutmuchtrouble,
though I bruised my knuckleson the
narrow door frames. Wheeling
around the hallwaysand into rooms
was no problem,though once again
the doors were a bit narrow. The
main problem was that I could not
use the bathrooms. First I got stuck
in the doorway. Then I realizedthat
the stalls were much too small for me
to turn around. I could visit Dana,
but I could not stay long if nature
called.
I went out the back exit to the
parking lot without any problems,
and decided to visit the theater. I
had togoaround tothebackentrance
through the parking lot. At the
theaterI found that I couldbuy tickets
and watch a show in Strider if I was
willing to stay in the back row.
Unfortunately there was no way to
get to the cellar theater, the
classrooms or the dressing rooms.
As a result, I would miss about half
of the shows each year.
It suddenly dawned on us that I
could not get into a single dorm on
thatendof campus. Foss,Woodman,
Mary Low and Coburn were all
completely inaccessible. That is a lot
of people I could not visit.
We headed toward the Student
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Center. I groaned when I saw the
hill. It was hard going, and took
three times longer than walking. It
was not something I could imagine
doing daily, especially in winter
when the path becomes one long
sheet of ice.
The Student Center was a relief,
presenting few problems. I was also
able to get into the Page Commons
Room,though not to the lower level
of the dance floor. 1was also finally
able to usea bathroom.We then took
the frei ght elevator down to the
loading dock and went out the back
door.
We decided to visit Eustis next.
We tried the ramp at the back which
turned outtobefar too steep. I would
have crashed into the wall if Gary
hadn'tgrabbed thechair. He walked
me down only to find a step at the
bottom.
Gary pushed me back up and we
tried the front entrance, but found
stairs at the door. We tried to go to
the entrance facing Arey, but there
were more stairs in the way (one of
the many sets coming down from
Miller Library).Wehadalreadyspent
fifteen minutes trying to get into this
one building. Finally we went back
the way we came and Gary helped
me through the mailroom entrance.
Once we were inside it was no
problem. I could visit President
Cotter if I wanted, though not
Director of Communications Ed
Hershey up on the fourth floor.
We went to Lovejoy next. We
returnedto the road betweenLovejoy
and the Student Center and
discoveredhow helpful the rampon
the new addition was. However,
Lovejoy 100 is only accessible from
theoutsidedoors,effectivelycutting
it off from the rest of the building.
We cameout the front of Lovejoy
facing Keyes. I could' not get to the
library except by going back to the
other side of Lovejoy and going the
rest ofthewayupthe hill. Normally
you could cross this area in two
places,but one of the paths between
Keyes and Arey was now blocked
by construction.
Bixler was the next stop posing
no problems, though the only door I
could use was in the back by Given
100.
We went to Roberts next which
had the easiest doors to get through
on campus and a convenient
elevator. The cafeteria was no

t
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problem, but there was no way to
get to the WMHB studio or the Echo
office. Beinga psychology major, I
also checked out my department. I
found that I could get to most of my
classes, but not to any of my
professors' offices because of stairs
on the third floor.
We left Roberts to check out the
handicap accessible rooms in
Drummond.I had to go up the road
along the pond because of all the
stairs. The basement of Drummond
has been renovated to make it
accessiblefrom this road.The rooms
weregreat with wide doorsand easy
to use handles. There was also a
fully-equipped handicap bathroom.
However, it is not sasy to get
anyplace except Roberts. I would
have to go completely around the
Row to get to most classes, and the
library wasatthetopof an extremely
steep narrow road.
The library was the next stop,
which posed no problems,and soon
after we headed toward the Heights
with a stop at the Chapelon the way.
AttheChapel wefbund an accessible
entrance in the back, but it was
locked. After we got in, we could not
find a way to get to the main part of
the chapel.
We continued on to the Heights.
It turnedout that half of the first floor
would be accessible. I could get to a
bathroom and the main lounge, but
the rest was cut off by stairs. It
would be possible to live in the
Heights, but only if I could drive up
and down the hill every day.
Havingcompleted my tour,I rose
from my chair and took it back to the
Health Center. It had taken me over
threehourstogetaroundthecampus
under ideal conditions. I cannot
imaginethesametriponanicywinter
day while recoveringfrom a serious
injury.
The problem is that there is not
much that can bedone. Many of the
door stoops around campus should
be smoothed down, especially the
side doors to Miller Library. There
should beat leastone men'shandicap
bathroom in the main part of the
library as well as railings in the
women's. But there is not much that
can be done about all the hills and
thebasicdesignofthecampus, which
is dominated by stairs. Colby may
improveitsracialdivcrsity someday,
but I doubt there will over be wheel
chairsrolling by on a regular basisO

Stu-A stresses communication
By Elizabeth Herbert
STAFF WRITER

The new slate of officers for this

year's Student Assodation [Stu-A]

wants to make surethe student voice
is heard everywhere. "We are the
voice of the student," said Bill
Higgins '93, Stu-A president.
Theofficers are: KarynRimas'93,
vice-president, Ja son Hogg '93,
treasurer, Scott Parker '93, social
chair, Karen Laidley '93, cultural
chair and Jessie Newman '94,
parliamentarian.
Stu-A is already off to a better
start, according to Higg ins.
"Something was missing last year.
There are some shocking
differences," he said.
Theofficersarere-examiningStuA's role in the Colby community. "It
should be so simple," said Higgins.
"We're hereto fill in the 'in-between'
forstudentsandadministrators. Last

year'sgovernmentwasona different

wavelength."
The Association wants ensure
that everyvoice in the residencehalls
gets heard by the hall presidents or
head residents. The main problem is
that there is no student feedback
coming to theright places,according
to Higgins. "So many people just sit
and talktotheposters in theirrooms.
So what if they're stupid ideas? We
want to come out and challenge
them. We need opinions," he said.
For Stu-A,this year'semphasis is
on communication and to help those
students who do not know how to
get their ideas heard. "I would love
alineoutsidemydoor,"said Higgins.
"We have to bring students to the
next level ... [Stu-A] has so much
power."
One of Stu-A s goals is to get to
certain issues before they become a
problem, according to Higgins. "We
don't want to be reactionary," he

said.
Higgins works main ly through
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger,
who then collaborates with Dean of
the
College
Earl
Smith.
"Administrators do want what the
students want. You just have to tell
them," said Rimas.
Stu-A has its own budget which
is used for cultural events, student
government, social life, residential
events and religious events.Higgins
stressed that there willbe a lot going
on,everynight. "People haveto look
at schedules...there will be lectures,
discussions, parties," said Higgins.
"We cover everything."
"1 haven't seen so much
enthusiasm in my four years at
Colby,"said Parker. "This is the year
to look forward to and not back on
socia l events."
Higgins thinks there is a good
feeling outon campus thisyear. "I've
had some greatresponse,"he saidO

International students
assimilate on new COOT trip
By Sarah K Inman

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Twenty four students from
around the world spent three days at
the Hume House in Belgrade where
they enjoyed such activities as
canoeing and swimming. Instead of
taking a traditional Colby Outdoor

Orientation Trip (COOT), the

international students wereadvised
by the Dean of Students Office to
participate in the new international
COOT.
The new orientation trip was
planned after discussing with
international students the problems
that many of them had withthe trips
in the past, said Dean of Students
Victoria Hershey. The trip was
designed tolessen cultureshockand
combat the feeling of loneliness that
is a comm on sentiment among
foreign students. In the past,foreign
COOTers felt left out and that they
had little in common with the ot her
American first-year students,
according to Hershey and Assistant

Dean of Students Judith Hendrick.
While other first-year students
were hiking up Sugarloa f Mountain
or canoeing through the Moosehead
Lake region , the international
students went to Portland, Freeport
and p layed Pictionary. Other
COOTers feasted on gorp, bagels
and peanutbutter. Theinternational
COOTers barbecued and ate catered
food from Seilers.
American college life is
"incredibly overwhelming"for most
exchange students at first, said
international COOT leader Mala
Raf ik '94. "The international
COOTers are not more important
than other first-year students, just
different," said Rafik. 'The COOT
committee didn 't really see us as a
part of COOT. They think that by
treati ng everyone th e same,they can
ignore difference. " But the
international students should be
treated differently at first,"said Rank.
Raf ikherself is from the United Arab
Emirates. "I feel like two different
people at home and at Colby," said
Rafik.
The in t ernat ional COOT t eam,

Maauda Tomoyuki '96 , and his family

f ,ie P,u)t0

composed of JohnCook '92,Catholic
Chaplain FatherJohn Marquis,Mala
Rafik'94,MariaK im '93,EmilieAbair
'93and Sabina King '93, set out with
the hope of speeding up the
orientation process and easing
culture shock.
International COOTers also gota
"crash course in Colby social life." A
lot of time was spent explaining the
common occurrence of alcohol
abuse, and what the dating scene is
like at Colby. "They laughed when
wetold them about the walkof shame
and one ni ght stands. And they
couldn 't un d erstan d why anyone
would drink in the morning at a
doghead," said Rafik.
"I had a lot of fun," said Azeen
Chamarbagwala of In dia. "Bu t
maybe,I would have chosen tobeon
a trip with other Americans.
R et urn i ng t o campus was lik e
starting all over again," said Azeen.
Culture shock wasnot abig problem
for Azeen since most of her friends
in Bombay areAmericanized. Azeen
is also one of four students on the
trip who will be studying here for
four years.
"The leaders were very
communicativeand had good senses
of humor," said Oleysa Bordug of
Vyborg Russia. Because Oleysa
shared the samesituation wit h other
foreign students,shehas made some
close friends.
Although Oleg Frolpv/ of
Vladivostok Russia enjoyed the
international COOT, he said that it
was "toosimple"to understand other
foreigners and that if he had to do it
over again,he would have chosen to
be integrated with American
students.
"I loved it," said Typ haine
LeServot of Franco. "International
COOT provided a backgroun d so
that I would not be totally lost," said
LeServot. LeServot also sees the
international COOTasthe "first step
towards America." Typha i ne also
noticed different levels of English
among the COOTers and how the
group split after COOT. "I have the
whole year to meet Americans."—
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Class of '96 exemplifies
geographic diversity

state best represented. Maine is
home to 12% of the class, while
FEATURES EDITOR
California ishometo4%. "Wespend
5-6 weeks [recruiting in California]
each year," said Beverage.Four stuThe class of '96, probably the dents, or 1% of the class, are from
most geographically diverse class Minnesota. "No one is from either
ever, has 456 members and repre- of the Dakotas," said Beverage.
sents 24 countries and 35states plus
Many students from Maine had
the District of Columbia. One third a variety of summer jobs in the agof the class was admitted through ricult ural and farm ing industry.
Early Decision. Approximately 40 Some picked blueberries or potamore students will arrive at mid- toes, while one student helped her
year.
father with lobstering, according to
"This is the largest number of Beverage.
Members of the class of '96 have
international students ever," said
Dean of Admissions and Financial expertise or have received honors
in a wide range of subjects and activities.
Five students were recipients of Bausch and
Lomb Awards for
achievement in science, over 100 stud ents
were captains of at
least one varsity sport
in high school and 30
were selected to participate in girls' and
b oys' state, a week
long retreat where stude n t s f orm a mock
government. The class
of '96 also i nclu d es a
member of the U.S.
Na tional Freestyle
Team, a violinist who
plays in a family quartet, an expert in 18th
and Early 19th Century antiques, a curaphoto by AriDruker
i,w»
«r.*»
•
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*
*
Gregory
Wilkinson
'96
tor of her high school
zoo, a student from
Maine who spent a
Aid Parker Beverage. There are year in Germany after winning the
approximately 40 international stu- U.S. Congress Bundestag Scholardents from countries ranging from ship, the winner of the State of
Saudi Arabia t o Bulgar i a, said Bev- Maine History Day Competition
erage. Someof theinternational stu- and a member of a state-champion
dents arc on exchange programs, high school band who marched in
however,and are not first- year stu- the Cotton Bowl parade.
dents. Last year Colby had 26 interAnother interesting fact abou t
national students. "We've had an the first-year class is that three stuincreased interest in Colby from d ents graduated from high school
Eastern European countries," he classes of only 13 students, two of
said. Financial aid is limited for stu- whom come from Laguna Blanca
dents outside the United States High School in Santa Barbara, Caliwhich often makes attracting for- fornia.
eign students difficult ,accordingto
"About one third of the class
Beverage. "Any money given to non was extensively involved in comU.S. citizens comes from the munity service of some sort," said
College's own financial resources," Beverage. "(There was] quite a lot
said Beverage.
of voluntcerism , and social conEven within the United States science and community service."
the class of '96 is probably one of
"I think it's the most geogra phithe most geographically diverse for cally diverse class we've had in
Colby. Over 41% of students are terms of students from outside New
from outside of New England , al- Eng land and tho in ternational
though Massachusetts is still tho population ," said Bevcrage.Q

By Karen Lipman

Newsand Fea tures
Safe Rides exp eriences crisis
l&ree fires outside frat while looking for a safe future
house caused questions
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This year, the Colby Safe Rides
the
Program has asked
administration for $5,936.30 to pay
workers rather than rely on
volunteers, said Director Meredith
Gregory '94. The program was
started two yearsago as a volunteer
service and is an extension of the
Jitney that provides students witha
safe ride home, according to
Gregory.
"We decided to go back to the
students and see if they think it
should be a volunteer program or a
funded program," said Janice
Seitzinger, dean of students. "It's a
valuable program,but it would also
be great if it could continue as a
volunteer program with students
helping other students."
There havebeen many problems
with volunteers in the past. "Last
year,volunteersweredifficult to find
and unreliable," said Gregory. "A
lot of people started dropping out.
People wanted it to run but they

^4.^>^l^

weren t willing to put in the time. "
Students were not willing to
volunteer their weekends without
compensation, she said. There were
two first-year students she could
count on, one of whom worked
almost every weekend.
"The volunteer system on the
whole didn't work, though there
were some impressive volunteers,"
said John Frechette,directorofSafety
and Security."If we can make them
paid employees,that would provid e
more incentive. It's hard for my
people to supervise people who
don't work for us, and [are] driving
our vehicle."
Safety and Security pays for all
gas and repairs for the Jitney,
according to Frechette.
"People came up [at the hall
meeting] and suggested using
people who were on disciplinary or
academic probation. We tried that
last year and it didn't work. They
weren't showing up,"said Gregory.
"[Students on probation] won't
take the job seriously and people
have to be trained to dealwith certain
situations,"said Student Association

President Bill Higgins, '93.
"You lose confidentiality on
disciplinary status,"Seitzingersaid.
Tracy Callan '93, a Colby Safe
volunteer from last year, said that
the issue was presented unfairly at
the residencehalls. "It wasput out to
dorms as 'should we give more
moneyto Safety and Security,'" said
Callan.
"The money goes directly to the
students,"said Gregory. "It'sunder
Safety and Security,but it all goesto
Safe Rides.It'salsoa way to increase
campus jobs."
"That money is only for student
payroll," said Frechette.
Another problem,said Gregory,
is that many younger students are
unaware of the existence of Colby
Safe Rides and wonder if it is
necessary.
Gregory said that Colby Safe
Rides will be even more important
this year because "there are more
people living off campus than ever.
There are 130 students living in
Waterville."
"It's not a luxury like phones or
cable," said Callan. "It's something
students use every day."—I
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Newsand Features
President Cotter
leads Association
By Nicholas Miles

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
President Bill Cotter has recently
been named Chairperson of the
National Associationof Independent
Colleges and Universities. Cotter,
president of Colby for the past
fourteen years, had served on the
organization's Board of Directors
prior to taking this position. Cotter
said thatinhisthirdyearasadirector
he was asked whether he would be
willing to chair the organization.
Cotter wasthen electedbythe rest of
the board and the decision was
solidified with the approval of the
entiremembershipof850collegeand
university presidents.
This new position will not
compromisehis post here,according
toCotter. "Ittakesalittlemoretime."
he said. There are threemeetings a
year in Washington,two days each,
and Jgo down to those,but I've been
doing that for several years." The
majority of the new work will come
in the form of frequent conference
calls with other board members,
according to Cotter. He does not

expect to be taken away
from campus often.
"It is a very exciting
time to take this on,
because all colleges are
under financial pressure.
It is the year of the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act, so
the Assodation is very
active working with the
Congress in shaping the
educationalpolicyfor the
future," said Cotter.
The appointment
involves working with
fUe rmoto
the newly created
^
President
Bill
Cotter
National Commission
that examines the roleof
private higher education
in the U.S. "The American system of our system as diverse, vibrant and
educationwas independent when it cost-efficientasitisnow,youhaveto
started,but now [private institutions] be sure that the policies support
are actuallya fairly small part [of the families who want to send their
system]," said Cotter.
children to private colleges," said
Providing more financial aid to Cotter.
students wishing to attend private
Cotter will be kept busy by his
institutions is an issue about which newpost,butplanstoenjoythework
Cotter feels especially strong. The as well. "There are the stresses and
Association has worked extensively strains,but [there are] an enormous
on new student loan proposals and variety ofthings than goonherethat
grants,accordingto Cotter. "To keep I can be involved in," said CotterO

STUDENTASSOCIATION.
BULLETS
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Presiden Vs Bui le ts
-President Cotter is still interviewing psychological counselors
specializing in minority issues
-Replacement for Dr. Cochran
being sought
-SafeRides program being voted
on at this week's Presidents'
Council Meeting
-Presidents' Council is confronting issue of Housekeeping
cleaning bathrooms only three
times per week
-Presidents' Council addressing
keep ing rooftop television
antennaes for student use
-Hall Contracts will be customized to each hall very soon
-Let your voice be heard. Come
speak with us in the Stu-A Office

V.P. Bullets
-New students who are interested in joining committees or
helping Student Activities contact
Karyn Rimas, Drummond 106 or
x4846
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Social & Cultura l Bullets

-First Day of Loudness will be Friday, Sept. 18. Cafe style Improv
i
comedy from 9-11:00 pm. Camp Colby on Runnals 11:00 till Dawn,
!
BYOB. Sign up for a tent. There'll be camp fires, so bring food.
I
-Blue Light Ball, Sept. 19. All campus Semi-Formal in Student - m
1
Center and Spa. Cocktail parties in each Commons.
&$&$$I
-Paula Poundstone, Comedian. Friday, Oct. 9.
I
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Treasurer Bullets
The mandatory club leaders meeting will be at 7:30 pm in
the Robin's room. If you are attending the senior dinner,
then come afterwards. If you miss it, make an appointment
to meet with me! Call x3342 - Jason Hogg
P.S.- Great activities fair. Congratulations!
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Newsand Features

New phone system installed
Colb y 's
control of the
new
system
eliminates
additional costs
that students
have had to pay
in the past, such
as installation
fees, monthly
charges and
optional services
such
as
answering
machines and

By Kristin Carr

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The new telephone system
installed on campus this summer is
dealing with the final glitches.
Although most of the 2400
telephones on campusare working
properly, three to five percent are
currently inoperable, according to
Director of Administrative Services
Ken Gagnon. He said that within the
week "all the glitches would be
ironed out and all the phones [will
be] working properly."
The plan for thenewsystemwas
approved at the Trustee'smeetingin
May,and from thatpoint installation
was accelerated in preparation for
students'arrival,according Gagnon.
"We did in eight weekswhat would
normally take four to five months,"
he said.
Amaprsetbackintheinstallation
of the system was the Fieldhouse
fire. Much of the wiring necessary
for installation was destroyed or
damaged in the fire, according to
Gagnon. "The fire set us back a
week," said Gagnon. "We're not
runningintoanjrthingunanticipated,
except for the fire."
Thenewsystemcostroughlyhalf
a million dollars, according to
Gagnon. 'The system is paying for
itself," he said: "In five years the
system will have paid for itself in

call-waitin g.

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
This computer runs your p hone
revenuefrom students'long distance
calls. The volume [of calls that
students] generate is unreal."
The new long-distance carrier,
Student Telephone Services,"makes
a small profit and hands therevenue
back to us," said Gagnon.

J a n e
Robertson and
Head
of
Installation Crew
John Donahue
were crucial in
the success of the
system, said
G a g n o n .
"[Donahue] has
done an amazing
job. It was an
unbelievable
amount of work
in a short period

of time."
"Ican'tbelievetheyputittogether
so fast. I know there are some
problems,but,hey,they'renot in my
room,"said YuhgoYamaguchi,'95D

IN CONCERT
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19th , 8:00 P.M.
WATERVILLE OPERA HOUSE
$10.00 - All Seats Reserved

Tickets may be purchased at the Opera House ticket office,
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Weekdays .
Cha rge by phone VISA /M ASTERCARD
L

The Waterville
Opera House

873-5381 _
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Success can be
a matter off makin g
the right
connections.
Reporting & Writing
Magazine Publishing
Broadcast Journalism
Newspaper Management
The new curriculum
in Integrated Advertising/
Marketing Communications
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Make a connection,
A Medill representative will bo at

Fall is still coming to Colby!

Colby
September 28

Or cain /708/49 ,-5228 .

MocJill School of Journalism Graduate Programs
Northwestern University
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Busch - 1/4 Barrels $23.50++
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Busch & Natura l Light Bar Bottles $11.19++ per case ^ pj
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News and Feat ures
As<&air> aitti on bdtalf oi &eCammil*ee>I wot&dlj ke to ^ted^toviisstia.tt
lo ittefcated Colbysfcttde&fe to joinlite CampmCommunityCouctttiittee.
Owrtetmeetfogwaso&Se^^
toi&^e^ei^tWGweeteibte*^^
Utrou^howltheyear«
The Committee0*1Camgttt& Coftummiiy fe an aal-Cottegebody charged with
supporting aa* ltiter««Itoraiand diversity cai*ceia*$,iitduditig matterso£ ta<ey
gettdet,dta,sexual otf&itkiilott,ethiiidty *w*ft teHgiosuJt will s«^|>ort existing
gj mtp^cotf cemedwMkWtmmm^
assist in oiieM&tiott programs^motmi programs oi its own a&d snake
mcommetwlatiotisto the lacalty, student lea&eta,£he aditiinl^ttatioiisa&d otto
relevantcommittees<m irttei^taral policyissuesatxd on waystostrettgtheitthe
campuswamwtity *
lie original studexrt, faculty atid administration representatives on the
comtnitteenavebeenat^
stadeattteptesetitatives.
Anystudentinte*este4nt|oJb^
theseasonsforher orhis interestand the possibleconMbtttionssheot he might
be able to maketo the wotkol the Cojnmlttee.In the event that the number of
responsesis toolarge,the Contmltteewill select additionalstudentmembets.

Fall is still coming to Colby!

William R. Cotter
President
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Get al of these.

Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple® Macintosh® compu ters shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 -and only at
your authorized Apple campus reseller.
,, .
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1lie MaClHtOSh StUCient AlCl Package. CL>

For all of your computer needs visit the
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"Macintosh Office " at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. Powcrlktok Is a trademark of Apple Computer , Inc. The Random House Encyclopedia Is a trademark
of Random House, Inc. American I lerluge lilectronlc Dictionary, Electronic Thesaurus, and CorrecText*developed by I loughton Mlfllln Company, publisher of The American I lerltage Dictionary and Rogct's II: Hie New Thesaurus. CorrccText underlyi ng technology developed hy
language Systems, Inc. Calendar Creator is a trademark of Power lln Software Corporation. KcsumcWrilur is a trademark of unawareSoftware Company, lnc, All product names are the trademark of their respective holders. Offer good on the Macintosh Powerlkwk 1-15
'WO configuration
only. All qualif ying computers come preloaded with software and electronic versions of Instructions , Disks and printed manuals are not Included In this offer,
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
TheEdiioiial isthe official opinion of the paper. The other opinions present on this page do not necessaril y
represent the views of The Colby Echoor its staff.
The Colby Echoencourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community.They
should not exceed 200words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Lettereto the Edftornutstbe signed and include either an address or
a phone number. ForpubllcationonThursday, lettersmustbereceived tyTfeCoib y EcfeonolaterthanMonday
evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Arise and take
action, Colby students!

Letters

A man 's
responsibility

In regard to his attack of Professor RosaleenSalvo,
Chip Hauss stated in last week's Echo, 'It was the
biggest mistake of my life. It happenedand I did it. Any
man could. Men have a lot to learn about how to deal
with their sexuality and the underlying emotions."
While I don't take issue with Chip Hauss' ability to
make a mistake or even his reference to the need for
male sexuality education, I feel like he has missed the
point. Sexual assault is most usually a confusing issue
made up of vague definitions and conflicting allegations. However, the issue is not one of determining
innocenceorguilt,butoneofestablishingresponsibility.
Men, just as women, are responsible for their emotions and subsequent actions. Always. Alcohol or no,
ignorant or educated,it is one's responsibilityto think,
feel,and act without the intent to cause harm.Rape and
sexual assault are acts of violence,not merely a loss of
control. The cry, "I didn't know any better," simply is
not valid. It is a man's responsibility to know what is
abusive and what is not.

The tenured professor's position is secure. While
far from a free agent, the pressure to perform under
scrutiny is lifted. Tenure is undoubtedly a generous
gift, but it can also be a dangerous one. Chip Hauss'
position is secure, even with imposed sanctions. This
reinforces the fact that the powerful are free to abuse
the powerless as long as they don't—and even when
they do—get caught. In a society in which rich white
heterosexual males are the power structure, the responsibility to refrain from abuse lies in the hands of
'.
these few.
Clearly,the physical ability to sexually assault belongs to all men. lam sure that thereare many men who
could learn from a class in sexuality, but, those commonalties are not enough for Hauss to enlist all males,
by his side,among the ranks of sex offenders. He buys
into the myth that men are incapable of controlling
their emotions and sex drives. Such a stereotype leads
down the dangerous road toward the justification of
rape—after all, he couldn't help it.
Hauss grossly abused his responsibility as a man
and as a professor. His cry of helplessness is not enough
to vindicate him.
Betsy Maclean '94

Bring back the Mooseprint Quotation
By Sumner Lemon
CQNTR IBUTINa WRITER
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It is Friday afternoon , biology has just ended and
I'msittinginDanaeatingmylunch. rvegotaBostonian,
fries and a couple of glasses of juice in front of me. My
friends are here. I havea copy of The Echo. All ofthose
announcements people put on the tables are here too.
Something still just does hot seem right. It takes me a
few minutes to figure out what the problem is. Then it
hits me. Mooseprints is different.
Someone took the daily quote out of Mooseprints!
I have heard stories of campus-wide indignation at a
quotation perceivedby some to be degrading to women,
but nobbdy seemsto remember the actual quotation. I
have also heard that the daily quotation was subsequently banned by the powers that be. Someone told
me that the quotation began to reappear in Mooseprints
toward the end of last year. So what happened to
remove the quotation for a second time?
The censorshi p problem is not confined to
Mooseprints. It is only a symptom of a greater, and far
more insidious, problem. Colby is a college in transition. The time has come to examine what we are trying
to accomplish and decide for ourselves whether the
ends really do justify the means. Is it right to achieve
the goal of creating a community,where prejudice and

intolerance do not exist, through the censorship of
speech and thought? Does the free exchange of views
and ideas have a place within the Colby community?
Colby claims a continuing commitment to a liberal
arts education. This policy suggests that the institution
is dedicated to exposing the student body to different
points of view and areas of study. To do otherwise by
this definition isto indoctrinate,rather than to educate.
The removal of the daily quotation affirms the notion
that some views are not accepted at Colby.
Cutting the quotation of the day also demonstrates
that there are those at Colby who believe that speech,
contrary to popular opinion, can and should be censored. What would Elij ah;Parish Lovej oy say if-he;
could seehis alma mater treating with casual abandon
the very principals he died attempting to protect?
It can be argued with authority that a quotation
degrading women (or anyone else) is inappropiate for
use in Mooseprints. To censor the daily quotation
completely for such a mistake is an act entirely incompatible with the principles of a liberal arts education,
and shows an utter lack of respect for those values we
claim to champion. There should be a place at Colby
for every opinion offered. Colby should rededicate
itself to upholding the exchange of all ideas, not just
those deemed appropriate by a small clique of individuals. Bring back the daily quotation.—

For the first time since anyone around here can
remember,studentsarebeingasked to truly participate
in campus decisions. Our student leadershave taken
the initiative on a variety of topicsand areworking to
make things better for us—the students. Student
AssociationPresidentBillHiggins'speechonMonday
night reinforced what is fast becoming apparent to
many peopleon campus—Colby is a greatcollege.
Our elected leaders are doing their jobs and doing
themwell.They are tackling problemsme minutethey
ariseand areholding onuntil the issueis resolved.This
month alone they havebrought usnewphones,a new
missed mealprogram,theSpamusicseries,freeparries
(with kegs),and cable television is on the horizon.The
list goes on.
Lorene Gary,the first speaker in the new Spotlight
Lecture Series, spoke to a packed crowd. Students
came, listened and discussed. It is encouraging to be llBlfc
reminded that Colby students can be enthusiastic
participants in an event that is more intellectually ^^^^^^^ S
SSB ^mSSm ^mWmmW ^m W^wnm ^ ^^^^ K
stimulating than beer-die.The lecture series is a great
idea. Congratulations to the faculty, administrators
^
^^ ^^^^^^^^
^^
and students who are responsible for bringing this ^
«$
i^
pl^
i ^ l^^^^^^^^^^^
series to life.
Our leaders cannotcarry the ball alone. Everyone's j lll^
opinions and input must be heard and acted on. No ^^^^^ [^^^^B^^^^^^^H^^Bl^^^^^^^^^^^B
more^armc^ iradrmnistrators/'Ifyou haveagripe/Or
even if you don't, let yourself be heard.Join a club, talk
withleaders,be on committees,writefor the Echo or the
Resjwnse (preferably the Echo),but do not just sit there
and complain.Wehavea realchance to improveColby
for this year and years to come.
Do not blow this golden opportunity for change
Corrections
with stupid mistakesor a lack of interest. Don't lose
The students listed as first-years in the photo capyour chance to make a difference on this campus by
tion for the "Happy Happy Colby" brief are actually
sophomores.
getting lost in the old apathy trap. Get out and get
In theopinionsarticle "ThoColby Viewbookversus
involved!!! Lef s make it work.
reality on minorities, Colby graduate Elijah Parish
ToparaphraseHiggins,Colby College—liveit,love
Lovejoy was called an anti-abolitionist. He was an
abolitionist.
it,or loseit.
Art Druker was not given photo credit for the
.•'•',•', ,
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Op inions
Should Safe Rides be a paid organization?
for further careers.
The importance of the "Safe Rides" proBy HannahBeech
gram is further emphasized by more and
OPINIONS EDITOR
more parties moving off campus. As the
Colby student population increasesand the
number of favored dorm rooms stagnates,
At a small campus such as Colby, divimore and more students look seriously at
sions in philosophy and ideology have the
the possibilities of living off campus. This
capacity to magnify and grow out of proporbrings an increase in alcoholic off-campus
tion. One of these divisive issues,however,is
parties.
no small matter. Simply put, it is a matter of
It would be truly irresponsible for the
lives. Asdiscussedin hall meetingslast week, College to ignore these parties by moralizthe fate of "Safe Rides" lies in the hands of a
ing that students should go back to the Stuproposal to turn the voldent Center and resiunteer program into a
dencehalls. Wantingto
paid job.
contain
alcoholic
*$•&*€£
Largelysuccessfuiin
mf la)
mf ^i&*
basheson campus is an
*** *
thepast,the "Safe Rides"
understandable desire
mdes
program fell into disrewiththethreatofDWIs
pair when its leader
and subsequent damgraduated and volunteers became less reli- agedrelations with the Waterville commuable. Some promote the continuation of "Safe
nity. Realistically, however, Colby cannot
Rides" as a volunteer program. They point
institutealaissez-faireattirude ignoring the
toward the successful Colby Emergency Rereality of off-campus drinking.
sponse (CER) as a voluntary program and
Though some of us are of legal age,thi s
say that if "Safe Rides" is paid, then CER
does not ensure maturity,as poolsof quesshould be as well.
tionable material, in dorm bathrooms illusThe logic in that argument is faulty,how- trate. Funding "Safe Rides" does not conever. Most members of CER are on their way
done alcoholic activity outside of the camto medical careers, and are gaining practical
pus; rather, it appredates the realityof such
experience at college. "Safe Rides," on the
activities. In an ideal society, alcoholwould
other hand, does not have the same aim. not meddle with the judgement of a usually
Instead, it depends on good-hearted indi- bright Dean'sList student.It does,however,
viduals to help others, without a necessary and the College must recognizethe power a
gain in practical experienceorresume-liners. drink holds for a stressedteenager.
This is not to say that CER is not an admirable
program;indeed, it is, but it does return the
volunteer a tangible amount of experience PRO continued on page 17

By NizarAl-Bassam

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

would be simple if they took their complaints
to the head of the program.Money will not
make the people more responsible. Reliability can only be improved with better organization and leadership.The Colby Emergency
Response is an effective volunteer program
whose success and reliability lies in its organization. Why can't "Safe Rides" also be as
organized and as cheap to run?
Another excusegiven for a moreadequate
"Safe Rides"programis that moreparties are
moving off campus. A DWI incident involving a Waterville family would strain the
alread y troubled
college-town relation even further.
Some students fee lthat the "Safe Rides"
program could prevent such an incident from ever happening.
The College cannot be responsible for the
irresponsible actions of drunken students.
Why should the students fund a program
which offers incentives for people to party off
campus and act irresponsibly with the risk of
drawing negative attention to our college?
Drinkingalcohol has to be done responsibly,and it certainly is not worth the College's
money to monitor students' actions through
paid chauffeuring services. The money
planned f or "Saf e Rides"could easily be funnelled into more useful programs. By the
time one is in college one must act responsibly while drinking.

As the yearbeginsnew ideas have begun
to divide the community. The first of these
issues, which will be decided upon this fall,
concerns the future of "Safe Rides," a program which offers Colby students a safe way
to get back to campus. The present "Safe
Rides" program is used mostly as a way for
students who have
abused alcohol to return
from off-campus parties.
Introduced in a proposal is an idea to take
this volunteer service
and turn it over to Safety
and Securityin order to makeit into a paying
job. This job could create as many as eight
new student jobs. However, to take this volunteer service and make it into a paying job
will require a minimum investment of $5,000
for adequate coverage of the nights when the
program is needed. It simply is not worth it.
The main reason for revamping the program into paid jobs is that students feel reliability is not guaranteedin a volunteer program.Somestudents have frequently claimed
that last year's volunteers were often not
available when called. Some feel that if the
job offered a salary it would be taken seriously by those running it.
Wouldn't it be just as easy to fix reliability
with better leadership? If students feel that
"Safe Rides" lacks responsibility, the cure ANTIcontinued on page 17
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Dana makeover adds convenience , but lacks nutrition
By Hannah Beech
OPINIONS EDITOR

When I received a letter from Dining Services this summer about Dana Dining Hall's
new format, it didn't bother me too much.
After all,the letter said that all would remain
the same with just the addition of longer
hours and maybe a Spa bagel or two. "This is
great for athletes, off-campus students and
people with odd work schedules, I thought,
and was pleased about Dana's proximity to
my residence hall,theHeights. Havingexperienced the new dining system, however,
both the positives and negatives of Dana's
make-over have become clear.
Most apparent to me was that somehow,
Dining Services seems to want to clog our
arteries and make the infamous "freshman

fifteen "into the freshman thirty. Our choices
at Dana are constrained to grilled foods or
pasta bar with an occasional entreesuch as a
greasy burrito. If I wanted to make the extra
walk to Foss,I would be confronted with two
vegetarian entrees and only one meat entree.
Roberts,the last bastion of the "normal" balanced diet does not do much better with
cholesterol-laden cream sauces.
When I entered Dana it also amazed me
that there were no cooked vegetables. As
much as there is at the salad bar, I am not a
rabbit. Cooked peas, green beans, or even
corn might make not only Colby parents but
also the occasional health-conscious Colby
student satisfied. When I called Dana Dining
Services to check on whether I had somehow
missed a giant pile of greens in the corner of
the cafeteria, I was told that, yes, there were
vegetables. With a Mexican burrito meal last

week there were some refried beans. Retried
beans? Technically,I suppose that they are
"vegetables,"but something with a tad more
chlorophyll would be nice.
It is unfair, however, to completely criticize the changeswithout mentioning some of
the more positiveadditions. Omelettes add a
delirioustouch to the mornings,although on
Thursdays when classes start at eight and
Dana opens around seven-thirty you get a
whole fifteen minutes to scarf down some
breakfast. The Spa bagels also provide morning cheer, although why anyone would now
want to go to the Spa to buy something that
they can get free and in unlimited quantities
at Dana is beyond me.
The ice-cream is as delicious as ever, although I had to practically climb into the
container to get a scoop into my non-recyclable paper bowl. The pizzas also merit at-

tention and even have a f ew strips of green
pepper to satisfy a meager need for greens. '
The missed-meal concept is a good one,
but by definition it is a missed meal with the
basic food groups,not a bowl of watery pasta
or a Bostonian. Trekking over to Roberts in
September's temperate weather is not a great
quest, but come December my snow boots
are not going to relish a hike in sub-zero
degrees for Seller's cuisine.
Compared to many other colleges that I
have visited, Colby's food is appreciably better. But nutritionally, especially in Dana, the
food needs work. It is a large enough temptation to seehamburgers,spaghetti and french
fries in our dining halls,but it is even more of
an affront when we don't have anything
nutritionally-sound from which to choose. ?

What do yon think of the changes in Dana dining services?

Nick Gilman '96
"The food is tasty, but it gets
monotonous.There's not enough
variety."

Adam Galvin '94
"I don't like Danabecause it doesn't
have yogurt or root beer. "
p hotos hy Cina Wertheim

*"
Emma Spcnner '95
"I wish that other dining halls had
breakfast.Danaisjust too crowded."
I

Tom Briggs'93
"I'm very optimistic.It's very
innovative."

" I

'I

Ira Kasha-tn '93
"The variety is better than the Spa,
and even though I like hamburgers,
I don't want thorn every night. I kind
of miss the Spa atmosphere."

Artsand Entertainment

Rogers said she did not begin
this project with the idea that "this
is going to change the world." She
believes it is successful
because it is simple
without being simplistic." This is the beginBy Marshall Dostal and
ning of a path that
Rogers wants to pursue.
Andy Bitch
She wants to be a profes- CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
sional writer, specifi- —KNH__ _M_BB__M_H—1—HB_IMH ___aHB__BHM__aa_BB—
cally an essayist, short
Welcome, faithful readers, to
story writer or novelist. another semester of "Eating Out."
Although she believes We are pleased to be back on the
she would be capable of Echo staff following our still controwriting, versial dismissal in 1991. However,
scholarl y
Roger'sfeels it would be while abroad this past year, our
more daring to write fic- culinary expertise was honed to
tion because "it all de- perfection by sumptuous Youth
pends on you, not your Hostel fare.
analysis of someone
p hoto by Cma Wertheim else's work."
Much of Rogers' inElizabeth Rogers '93 p lans to give a
spiration sprang from
reading of her book sometime this
the Women's Studies
semester.
classes she took with
Our quest for fine dining the
sor of English, for guidance. A re- Pam Blake last year. Before trans- world over did not end there, and
print could go in two directions, ferring to Colb y Rogers took for this reason we headed to the
either toward a more narrow Women's Studies classes at the Down Under Pub in Waterville's
"feminist scholar" audience or a University of Vermont, but did not famed Concourse Plaza to sample
broader, more mainstream audi- find them as inspirational as those some alligator meat.
ence which would treat her hand- she has taken at Colby. She also
We were impressed with the
book as a conversation piece ac- named inspirational figuressuch as cozy atmosphere compl ete with
cording to Russo. If she chooses to essayist Audre Lordeand "women exotic birds, koala bears, boomerreprint Rogers plans to rework in general." "That sounds separat- angs, kangaroos and real-looking
specific sections, like those includ- ist and I don't mean it to," she said. ferns. Doug Hachey, the owner/
ing first-hand quotations, and di- Then she added "yes, women in host/waiter/cook, greeted us with
rect them toward a mainstream au- general, because the)arereally a warm and friendly handshake and
powerful."—
dience.
hello.
For lunch we chose three items
from the reasonably priced and varied menu (Entrees run at about five
Nooijer mixes film and animation when you thought it.was safe to to six dollars). The most obvious
to give us the ins a ne d ate th a t s a lute the tomatoes, along comes selecti on was the nine ounce sl ab of
wouldn't go away.
the party of the pepper. Leaders deep fried alligator with fries,priced
WEEDS (Germany, Thomas change back and forth with the at $7.75. Although 'gator meat in an
Stellmach). A snail's happy-go- sharpness of a fascist salute in this Australian restaurant might seem
lucky life is rudely interrupted by a city of canned-good people; some anachronistic (Crocodile Dundee
bulldozer that ravages the last wild are taken prisoner in the middle of would undoubtedly be alarmed ), it
place in a landscape of cement the ni ght, while others who chal- is none the less delicious.
Alligator meat has the look and
squares. A sad commentary on lenge the ruling party (or vegetable,
man's destruction of the planet.
for that matter) are re-canned and
WORLD PROBLEMS! WORLD re-programmed like something out
SOLUTIONS? (The MTV of "Sleeper". What finally happens
Contest Winners). Some re- is an exploding vegetable nightally creativebits,like a house mare. By far the cleverest of the
By Johan Dowdy
of cards with all races and bunch.
STAFF WRITER
DANCING (Italy, Bruno
nationalities on their faces,
holding hands, and not even a gust Bozzetto). Perfect for a popcorn
The eighties were to some a deof wind could knock it down; car- break.
cadeof stagnation. Ten yearsof conA SMALLER WORLD (USA, servativerule,regressivecivil rights
toon figures stressed out in traffic
decide to walkinstead,leaving their Corky Quakenbash). Barbie'sbum- policies and a lack of concern for
society's ailing mechanisms have
left today's youth angry, confused
and spiritually empty. From this
void has emerged the powerful
political voiceof rap, theanguished
scream of grunge rock and,most
recently, the reckless abandon of
rave. The term rave refers both to
cultural phenomenon and the music on which this activity is founded.
In plain terms a "rave" is an all
night dance party, whose foundation is the incessant beat of rave or,
more commonly, techno music. As
an art form techno is a combination
of melodic synthesizer based
sounds, mass media sound bites,
rapand,mostimportantly, apoundi ng, dominating beat.
p ublicity photo
Computer-based music is hardly
"the insane date that won't go away "
a new development. The German
band Kraftwerk was producing expollution behind; the earth as a ming because she can t have kids. clusively computer based music in
sizzling explosive, a ticking time "You're just not anatomically cor- the early seventies; but it is not until
bomb on which men say, "ah, for- rect," the doctor says. So she and the nineties that computer music
Ken adopt... oh, no! It's a giant has to a degree moved past the
get it."
CANFILM (Bulgaria, Zlatin baby! What arc they going to do? stigma against "artificial!/' generRadev). Although long in parts, it Very American silly, but one of the ated music.Contrary to the dynamis fascinating to watch and con- many reasons to check out this Ani- ics of a rock band, in which the
tains a clever political parody.Just mation Celebration.—
relationship of the musicians affects
theproductionof music,tcchnocan
¦
¦ . t i » ' ' ¦* j j i t
• • •

Alligato rs all around

'A' is for awareness...
By Amy KL Borrell
A&E EDITOR

'A' is for awareness, 'B' is for
bloomers and 'E' is for Elizabeth
Rogers'93,English major,Women's
Studies minor and author of "The
ABCs of the History of Politics and
Theory of Feminism." A long-time
friend sparked the idea of creating
such an ABC book, which was a
project for herGraphics Design class
at Simmons College in Massachusetts. "It took me two hours to write"
said Rogers, "but also three years,
because the ideas in it have been
developing in my mind since entering college."
So far there have been few barriers. The graphics class, so taken by
her ideas, refocused to concentrate
on the production of Rogers' book.
Fifty copies were published by
"Tanton design"in conjunction with
Deirdre Tanton, the professor of
Rogers'friend'scourse.TheGraphics class helped to illustrate and
produce the book. Now there is the
question of a possible reprinting to
accommodate a larger audience.
Rogers has turned to Colby faculty members Pam Blake, asst. professor of Government and Women's
Studies,and Richard Russo, profes-

Inhumane or j ustp lain tasty ?

Cart oon madness, it's wild & weird
By Dawn Devine
STAFF WRITER

Animation has come a long way
since the days of Steamboat Willie
and Looney Tunes. You can sample
some of the wild creations that international contemporary animators have come up with at "The

texture of chicken, but it has a seafood taste to it as well. One customer described it as "chicken with
a mild fish flavor."Combined with
lower fat and higher protein levels
than chicken,you've got a meal that
can't be beat.
Our appetizer , the koala
nachos—don't fret all you animalrights activists, it's just a name—
were a fabulous slurry of mozzarella cheese, bacon, peppers, ham,
mushrooms,onions,and,of course,
nacho chips.
The toughest choice came
from the sandwich department. The Big G's-esque selection left us wondering
whi ch sand wich would best
compliment the.'gator meat. After
deliberating for a good two minutes,we finally opted for the French
Connection. Priced at $3.75, it's a
tasteful combination of hot ham,
cheese, tomatoes and an ambiguous white special sauce.
Other options on the menu include a wide selection of pizzas,
steaks and salads. Be sure not to
miss the free popcorn in the big
machine over by the bar. Of equal,
if not greater, importance for all
those readers 21 and up, the Down
Under has huge pitchers of Bud for
$6.25. Domestic bottled beers are
$1.85, while imports and mixed
drinks start at $2.55. Doug is a reasonableman at heart,soon Wednesdays you can catch a buzz for only
$4.50 per pitcher and $0.75per draft.
We strongly recommend the
Down Under to all Colby students
and staff. It's a great hangout for
anyone looking for good times, and
cheap quality grub._

Techno fills music void

Fourth Animation Celebration ",
starting tomorrow at the Railroad
Square Cinema. If you prefer political humor to the Three Stooges,or i f
you think slipping on a banana peel
is hysterical, this compilation of
animated adventures will keepyou
entertained. There Is lots of sarcasm
and farce as well as ample artistic
talent. For instance:
THE HUNTER (USSR, Mikhail
Aldashin) . A large and loud
bushwoman transforms her bushman into different animals' disguises for thehunt,which only leads
to laughter from the beasts and a
new trophy for a hunter. Quick and
funny.
PRE-HYSTERICAL DAZE
(USA,Gavrilo Gnatovich). Cartoon
madness!Dinosaursand men chasing each other, with shots of the
film editor arranging things and a
man in shadow walking along the
bottom watching it all with us.
NIPPOLESS NIPPLEBY (USA).
Wackydialogucand weirdervoices.
Nippoless can't play with the other
lads because he doesn't have any...
go figure. So how docs he get them
out of the ogre's trap, anyway?!
PRRINGG! (The Netherlands,
Paul de Nooijer).Pee Wee Herman
on acid. In homage to Tex Avery,de
A
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easily be produced by one individual with the right equipment in
the comfort of a living room.
It is only in the last couple of
years that techno has known limited commercial success. Richard
"Moby" Hall's "Go," a song that is
constructed around fragments of
Angelo Badalementi's Twin Peaks
score,broke into Britain'stop twenty
and recent releases by T-99, LA
Style,The Utah Saints and a score of
compilation albums have proven
that there is a marketable interest
for the techno style. Eor the most
part, however, rave music and culture arestill mostly an underground
phenomenon.
Techno music seeks to fill up the
void in whomever wishes to experience it. The ultra low, ultra crisp
synthesized bass and the perpetual
pulsing rhythm of the drums creates a sonic cage,capable of ensnaring the souls of the listener. As a
friend of mine told me, you really
find yourself lost in the beat. This
sentiment pretty much sums up the
whole purpose of rave; to lose oneself in the primal rhythm of music.
The absence of lyrics, verses and
other conventional song writing
techniques,and subsequent replacement of these by repeated phrases
or sound bites gives techno a hypnotic,entrancing texture that allows
itslistcncrs to willingly succumb to
the will of the beat.—

Artsand Enter tainment

Powerful Hiatal without the pretentious trappings
Corrosion of Conformity 's "Blind "
By Matt Kales

STAFF WRITER

If one listens closely to "Blind," the latest
release from Raleigh's Corrosion of Conformity (C.O.C.), it is quickly apparent that although the legendary thrash band may have
smoothed out some of their abrasive edges,

C.O.C. has retained their energetic delivery
as well as their social conscience. The first
new offering from C.O.C. in over five years,
"Blind" is a high-octanealbum that takesaim
at a host of social issues, including media

teeth on the growling vocals and feedback Tracks like "White Noise" and "Vote With a
laden guitarsof C.O.C.albums such as "Ani- Bullet" are two fine examples of C.O.C s
mosity."However,the band has curtailed its new attention to structure and form.
manipulation and environmental destruc- punch for a reason. Now the vocalsare more
C.O.C's return to the ranks of the "altertion.
p r o n o u n c ed ,
native"musicscene
C.O.C.'s line-up has changed dramati- rhythms are sus;
has been overshadcally in recent years. Former Ugly Ameri- tained longer, and
owed by thesuccess
cans singer Simon, who joined the band for guitar solos are
of more popular
the "Technocracy"project,hasdeparted.Vir- based on actual
bands that, ironituoso bassist Mike Dean, who had also as- scales. The tendency
cally, incorporate
sumed vocal duties from Eric Eykefollowing of C.O.C. songs to
many of the musithe band'sdebut album "Eye for an Eye,"has descend into chaos
cal styles that
also left. For "Blind," C.O.C's remaining has been all but alleC.O.C.pioneeredin
original members—guitarist Woody Weath- viated. The prethe early 1980s. As
erman and drummer Reed Mullin—have dominant feature of
one listens to
been joined by three new members including theband isnowtheir
"Blind" it is obvia second guitar player, resulting in a more ability to play steady
ous that the creative
layered and controlled sound than in the powerful metal
fire that fueled
past.
without any of the
C.O.C. in the past
This new, more consistent sound, com- pretentious trapstill burns strong,
bined with a slick productionjob, may come pings often attriband shows no sign
as a bit of a shock to thrash fans who cut their uted to the genre. Corrosion of Conformity 's "Blind. "
of dying.—
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Railroad Square Cinema 873-5900
The 4th Animation Festival (PG-13)
Friday Sept. 18 through Monday
Sept.21: 7:00 p.m. and 8:55 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday Sept. 22 through Thursday
Sept. 24 8:40 p.m.
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Hoyt's JFK Drive 873-1300
Twin Peaks: Fire Walk With Me (R)

M
ffl

TheJ oseph Family SPA Music Series
Wednesday Sept. 23 Bicycle Thieves 8:00 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel: Sp otlig ht SeriesEvent
Thursday Sept. 17 National Abortion Debate
Pro-choice vs. pro-life 11:00 a.m.
Spotlight Quote: "We want the diversity and yet we press ourselves towards assimilation
because diversity is hard to do." -Lorene Gary

Wt

Sneakers (PG13) 7:00 p.m.
Unforgiven (R) 6:50 p.m.
Honeymoon In Vegas (PG13) 6:50 p.m.
Sister Act (PG) 7:10 p.m.
Pet Cemetery II (R) 7:30 p.m.
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Stu-A movie:Star Trek VI
Thursday 17, Friday 18, Saturday 19
7:00 p.m. and
9:00 p.m. $2
|
Saturday 19, 3:00 p.m. and Sunday 20
2:00 p.m. $1
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University of Maine at Orono:
Women in the Curriculum Program:
"Conflicts in Young Adul t Relationships:
Female and Male Perspectives" by Renate

Klein

Call: 581-1228
Bowdoin College:
Music: Horn Recital Sunday September 20
3:00 p.m., Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center
Slide Lecture: "Vinal Haven at Bowdoin:
die Press, Multiple Impressions" by David
P. BeckerFriday September 18 7:30 p.m.,
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center
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Find your voice.
Act, don 't j ust complain.
Be a part of Colby.
Make new friends.
Be controversial.
Be artistic.
It's the most trouble you can get into
while still having fun!
Just do it.
If you are interested in
writing,
p hotography ,
f ayout,
Business,
advertising,
or anything else,
call extension 3349 or stop By the Basement of %p Berts.
*
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P.S. Reminder to all of you out there who came to the info
meeting and were interested in layout-WeVe changed the
meeting time to Monday at 7:30-Please come!
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FOR FAST CONVENIENT SERVICE ...
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CALL THE JOSEPH FAMILY SPA
AT EXTENSION 3332

I
I

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR MEAL ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS
WITH A FIVE DOLLAR MINIMUM

I

* ORDER DIRECTLY FROM OUR NEW IMPROVED MENU *
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$250 Season Pass through Sept. 30th
Beat the price Increase!

Campus Rep: Karen Laidley
Stu-A Office
x3342
Look for our table in the
Student Center lobby next week
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Extras
CONVENTIONS continued f r omp a g e1

Everybody
talks about
theweather.
Nowyou
can go
something

Washington, D.C. program last
spring. "I worked from 10 a.m. to
one or two a.m. every day of the
convention, but it was like a constant adrenaline hi gh—it didn't
bother me at all because there's so
much to do and so much going on,"
he said.
Marglin cites meeting media
magnate Larry King and his powerful guests as the most exciting
aspect of his job. "Larry King is
very conceited,"Marglin said."But
most of the politicians I met, like Al
Gore,Jimmy Carter,and JesseJackson were really nice."
Abigale Knapp '93,who worked
on fund raising at the DNC headquarters, was more impressed by
some of the lower profile people.
Knapp worked for Melissa Moss
and Cheri Carter,directors of DNC
fund raising. 'It was really cool to
have women as bosses, especially

women with so much power. They
werebothincredibly intelligent and
competent,and served as great role
models. It felt really good to gain
their respect," said Knapp.
Laura Steinbrink '93 was in
charge of organizing housing and
reservations for the Young Republican Delegation. She worked on
the floor of the Republican Convention organizing various youth
delegation groups and teams. "I was
sort of like a chaperone, keeping
kids in line," she said.
Steinbrink had the opportunity
to attend several gala,star-studded
events where she rubbed elbows
with the likes of Bruce Willis and
Arnold Schwarzenegger.The highlight of her experience was more
simple,though. "Thebest thing was
just being at the convention—everyone was so excited,"she said. "I
can't wait to go back in '96!"Q

ANTIcontinued f r ompage 11
There should be no need for a
"Safe Rides" program in the first
place,especially a paid one. If one is
responsible and truly not addicted
to alcohol then one should be able
to take one night off to be the "designated driver" for one's friends. U
somebody wants to volunteer for

"Safe Rides," that is up to them.
Whyshould wespoil ourselveswith
a program that takes money away
from Colby, invites us to act irresponsibly arid teaches us nothing
about the world which offers no
"safe rides/'Q

PRO
continued f r ompage 11
While .we are at Colby, a small
and personal school,it is largely the
school's responsibility to look out
for the members of its society. At
Colby,we are in effect paying not to
be out in the "real world." Hopefully students have reachedthelevel
where they act responsiblyin terms
of alcohol, but too often this is not
the case.
If volunteering is not working
f or "SafeRides,"then paid jobs must
be instituted. Many complain that
the price is too high; a minimum of
$5,000 for the eight planned student jobs. That price, however, is a
small price to pay for the ensurance
that students can makeit safely back
to campus. There already has been
at least one DWI incident this academic year. Luckily, there was no
real damage. Statistics show that
most people are not so lucky. The
Colby community is investing so
much money in its students that it
would be a terrible shame to sacrifice all that in one student'sdrunken
attempt to drive back to campus.Q

The worldis warming at an

alarming rate. Global temperatures
are the highest on record. But instead
of j ust talking about the serious envi ronmental crisis, you can do something about it.
Right now, you can j oin others
who are planting trees that cool our
surroundings and protect our planet.
We need your help to reduce
global warming. Call us now at
1-900420-4545. Your $5.00 call will
plant a tree and support Global ReLeaf
around the world. Or writeto us at
P.d Box 2000, Washington, DC 20013.
Either way we'll rush you information on how you can becomefurther
involved with Global ReLeaf.
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Here come
the Wind Mules!
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the "A" and "B" divisions of the
race,edging out Bates,UVM,UNH,
By ChnsDavensport
Plymouth state, and Maine
STAFF WRITER
Maritime. The Wind Mules won
convincingly, beatingtheir closest
competitor, UNH, by 13points.
At the Activities Fair last week
Ham Thompson '94 was the
over forty people signed up for the skipper of the "A" division vessel,
sailing club. That's right,Colby has and was accompanied by crewman
a sailing club and they usually have Gerry Coakley'95. John Ostrom '93
two meets per weekend. One of and Andrew Minkiewicz '96 were
thesemeetswillbe a CBB match-up skipper and crewman for the "B"
known as the "cruddy rudder," boat. The sailors were very excited
which Colby won last year, and about the first win of the year.
another is the New England
"It was a great way to start off
tournament.The sailing team even the season," said Coakley. "This
travels to Larchmont,New York for win gives us momentum for our
regatta at Bowdoin this weekend.
a regatta.
The College provides the club
"We're really psyched that we
with three J Y 15 boats, the same not only have such a full roster of
used to win last weekend's regatta prospective sailors but a full
at Maine Maritime. Colby won both schedule as well," said Ostrom.Q
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BOREK
continued f r ompa ge20
pr ogr a m, and 1 believe that by
reaching out in this way we can
really get the local community
excited about Colby hockey," said
Borek.
One area in which Borek hopes
to dramatically improve the team is
recruitment. "We've got to make
hockey the forefront for theseyoung
players in choosing to come to
Colby. They should not only be
attracted to Colby as a great place to
study, but also as a great place to
p lay hockey ." Borek and his
assistant coach Dave Bcrard
(Providence '92), have already
begun recruiting for next year and
are hopeful that their hard work
will pay off.
As far as the current Mule squad
goes, Borek admits he docs not

really know what to expect in terms need some time to adjust to a new
of wins and losses. "I have never system.
Given time Borekthinks he will
seen a game in this league
(NESCAC), including my own bring Colby a consistently
team," said Borek. Despite the fact competitive squad and revive the
that the coach has not met most of once-mighty Mule hockey program.
Coach Borek says he has only
his players yet, he is very upbeat
and optimistic about the upcoming good things to say about his choice
season. "Our goal this year is of where to coach."Oneof themain
improvement, and to make the reasonswhy my wife and I came up
hockey program a positive part of here was the great location and
the campus and a positive force in atmosphere here in Maine and at
Colby in particular," he said.
the community," said Borek.
"I was also very attracted by the
Although the team will have to
get used to its third coach in five pr og r am , as it is a typical
years,the transition should be made underachieving team, just the type
easier by the positive outlook and I like to work with. It'll be my first
attitude of the newest addition to opportunity to be a head coach and
the Colby coaching ranks. It will I hope to be successful and stick
hot be easy to replace such Colby around for awhile." With his
stars as Derek Bettencourt, Scott positive approach to bringing the
Philips, Eric Turner and others lost excitement back to Colby hockey,
to graduation. During Borck's first do not be surprised if Coach Borek
season behind the bench this achieves his goals.Q
relatively young team will certainly

Triathletc and Colby cross-country runner Abe Rogers '95
swam, hiked and ran his way to a ninth-place finish in the junior
division of the World Triathlon Championships in Ontario last
Saturday. Rogers, who won last year's National title, was the first
American to finish at the World competition. Rogers was in 27th
place after two legs were complete,but made up 18places in the 10km run,for a final time of 1:58:57.Forget Dan and Dave,it's AbelHQ

Youth leads tlie way for many Golby teams
By Chris Davenport
STAFF WRITER

^^mm^^mm—mmmmmmmmmm ^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmm

In many ways an athletic team is like a
military outfit. It is led by those with
experience and knowledge of the game and
the opponent. The coach is like a general
who calls the shots and leads the squad in
drills, but stays more or less on the sidelines
during combat. The captains are those with
senior leadership to whom others look in the
midst of battle. But what happens when those
with the needed experience are f ew?
An earlylook at fall sportsrosters suggests
that many of Colby's teams are facing this
question every day, especially field hockey.
Out of 18memberson the active roster 13are
first-year students who have never played a
collegegame.Head coach DebPluckis excited
about her talented young team but admits it
lacks a certain experience. "They're young
and hardworking," said Pluck. "In fact, this
group will be characterized by their hard
work but they still lack some experience."
So whyarePluck and otherColby coaches
facing this scenario? Obviously some class
years will have a better contingency of field
hockeyplayers. Pluck isglad the admissions
office accepted more field hockey players
than trombone aficionados this year. "The
recruiting process goes in cycles. We were
lucky to have many former all-leaguers and
even all-state players this year," said Pluck.

Football
9/26 at Williams ® 1:30
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9/26 vs. Bowdoin, Maine
Maritime ©11 a.m.
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Women's Ctoss Country
Mackworth Island Relays
at U. Southern Maine
First place-Colby
(Amy Checkos '95,
Christine Gallagher '96,
Candace Killmer '93,
Michelle Severance '94)
Second place-Colby
(Jennifer Hartshorn '94,

A n

Despite a youthful roster Pluck was
pleased with how quickly her girls matured.
"At first they wereso quiet and shy.Once we
got on thebus and played our first scrimmage,
most of the butterflies were gone."
But Pluck was not alone in facing a
youthful scenario when she looked at her
roster. Coach Mark Serdjenian has only two
seniors on his men'svarsity soccer squad but
does not necessarily feel it is a problem. He
puts a lot of faith in senior captains Rod
Corey and Jon Eddinger. "Rod and Jon are
great role models for the rest of the team,"
said Serdjenian.
Serdjenian's system deserves credit for
keeping all members of the soccer team
involved. Although the team is divided by
the ranks of varsity and junior varsity,they
keep a cohesiveness not found on many
teams. Serdjenian points out their practice
system as a key factor. "We all practice
together—thevarsityand junior varsity alike.
The younger guys get the benefitsof playing
with the more experienced players. All the
coaches know all the players as well."
Coach Jim Wescott's men's cross country
team is also among one of Colby's "youth
movementteams/'yethedismissesthetheory
that having a young team has a negative
affect on the runners. "We are a good team
that is one year away from being a great
team. Butyou can't wait 'til next year. That's
why this is such an exciting season for us,"he
said.
Granted, it is easier for runners to gain

Beth Hernimoon '96,
Michelle Parad y '93, Kelly
Spooner "95, arid Susan
\
Hale '95)
'
9/19 U. Mass., Dartmouth
Invit. @ 11a.m.

Men's Cross Country
experience than for other athletes. It may
take a football player awhile to learn the
playbook and adapt to the system. In crosscountry it is a matter of confidence. Wescott
feels that even after only one year of college
competition a runner may get the maturity
another athletegets in twoor threeseasonsof
play.
"They realize they can compete at the
higher level and are much more confident in
their sophomore season. Seldom do you see
a freshman run in the top three, but it's not
unusual for a sophomore to be there."
"I can't wait for our first meet to see who

Women's Tennis
9/15at Bowdoin ® 3:30
p.m.
9/ 18 vs. Middlebury @ 4
p.m.
9/23 at Bates A 3:30 p.m.
Golf
9/19-9/20 Duke Nelson
Invitational at Middlebury
® 1:30 p.m.
Men's "B" Soccer
9/19 vs. Belmont hill
School ® 10 a.m.
9/23 vs. Bates @ 4 p.m.
Women's Volleyball
All home games will be at the
Gilman Street School in
Waterville.
9/ 19 Thomas College
Tournament @ 10 a.m.

of the younger guys is going to step forward.
When you have a junior-senior team you
kind of already know," said Wescott.
It looks as if a youthful, talented and
hardworking cavalry is going to come to the
rescue of the older captains on the battlefield
this year. These young athletes are entering a
tradition of excellence. They have big shoes
to fill and vast expectations to live up to.
What they may not know now they will learn
quickly, and before long it will be they who
are the seasoned veterans who continue to
bring victory to the hill. Now they just have
to do it sooner.Q

Young field hockey team set
to open against Middlebury
By Chris Davenport
STAFF WRITER

Women's Field Hockey
9/18vs. Middlebury @ 4
p.m.
9/23vs. U. Maine
Farmington @ 4 p.m.

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Among the 18 members of this
year'svarsity field hockey roster 13
are first-year students. They are led
by the one and only senior on the
squad, Tamiko Davies, who has
returned to the team in great shape,
according to head coach Deb Pluck.
"She has the best stick skills on the
team. We're going to use her all
over this year," said Pluck.
Amy Marchildon '93,who is cocaptain withDavies,is getting over
a nagging preseason injury but
should be ready for the season
opener against Middlebury
tomorrow.
This year'sfirst-year playersare

a groupcharacterized by their work
ethic. "It was obvious to me from
the first day of preseason practice
that hard work is going to be a trait
of their class," said Pluck. "They're
young, gutsy and they put their
hearts out there on the field. They
are a very special group."
Leading this gutsy group of
freshmen is Rachel Simson who
takesoverthegoaltendingposition.
"It's hard on someone to step in like
that, but Rachel's handling it very
well," said Pluck,
Dori Deis '96 shined during the
preseason with her quickness. Susie
DeLea '96, three-time high school
all-leaguer, has big shoes to fill. So
does Cindy Kelley '96,whom Pluck
describes as a "very strong and
smart field hockey player."
Christine Rackliff '96 will start at

left wing. Pluck hopes Rackliff can
match the 28 goals she scored her
senior year in high school. Jamie
Geier '96 is across the way at right
wingbut willcontribute on defense
as well.
Pluck will look to Michelle
Satterlee '94 to lead the defense as
its only returnee. Kristen CHear
'95 makes her sophomore debut
but has been troubled by sickness.
Over this past weekend the
Mules came from behind to tie
Fitchburg State College 3-3 in a
gamethatgavemanyof the younger
players the maturing experience
they need. They fell short to AnnaMaria Collegeon Saturday, 2-1.
"The younger players needed
thetimeon the field before wemeet
Middlebury," said Pluck. ?

Colby b'ball no longer homeless
By Jonathan Walsh

SPORTS EDITOR *

If all goes according to plan the
Colby basketball teams will miss
out on a piece of history by a few
hundred planks of wood.
Although the final decision has
not been made,Colby basketball is
abou t to solve its d ilemma of where
it will play its home games and
hold practices,and it is not going to
be on last year's Madison Square
Garden court.
That's right, Colby came fairly
close to playing on tho portable
floor used last season by the New

York Knicks. Instead, they will
probably settle on a spare portable
court owned by the University of
Maine at Presque Isle, according to
men 's assistant coach Gerry
McDowell 78.
How come? It's free. "It looks
like they're going to let us use it free
of charge," said McDowell. Men's
captain Paul Butler '93is just happy
the teams have a court to use.
"The Knicks' court would be
nice, but it wouldn't make much
difference to me as long as Ithe
court] was quality, and was down
when practice starts," said Butler.
Last week the Madison Square
Garden court seemed like a

possibility. "[The Madison Square
Garden] floor is certainly an option
at this point, but all the details
would have to be worked out."said
Athletic Director and men 's
basketball coach Dick Whitmore.
Since that time however, the
Presque Isle court has become a
near sure thing.
McDowell is unsure when the
floor will be available, though he
docs realize the gift court would
probably requiresome changes. "I
guess we'd havo to paint it," said
McDowell. "Wc en n't have our fans
yelling, 'UMPI, UMPI /'Q

Rogers places ninth at World
Triathlon Championships
SPORTS EDITOR

So, what did you do last
weekend? Go for a run, a swim, or
maybe ride your bike for awhile?
AbeRogers '95did them all,and
quickly enough to place ninth in
the junior division of the World
Triathlon Championships in
Huntsville,Ontario. Rogers wasthe
first U.S. junior finisher out of 100
competitors, finishing with a time
of 1 hour, 58 minutes and 57
seconds. He covered standard
triathlon distances, including a 1.5
km swim, a 40 km bike leg and a 10 Abe Rogers '95
km run, his best event.
The race was most gratifying for a junior, the more interest you
Rogers because it was his first attract."
competition since crashing during
Rogers feels he could have
the bike leg of this summer'sJunior finished evenhigher and attracted
National Triathlon Championships moreinterest if he were allowed the
in Cleveland, Ohio which he had same advantages as foreign
won last year and expected to win triathletes. "[Foreign competitors]
again.
can run with pros,so they can push
"I had been pretty confident I harder,and judgebetterhow they're
could win the junior nationals,"said doing compared to the pros," said
Rogers, also a member of Colby's Rogers.
track team. "So I was even happier
Rogers proved he was the best
with my placing at the worlds."
in U.S. competition, but for awhile
Not only did Rogers' win leave even a strong finish may have been
him with a big smile, but it wasa big in doubt. Rogers was in 27th p lace
step toward what could one day be overall coming off the swim and
a professional career. Rogers could bike legs.
turn pro next year, but he has
Then came the run. Rogers blew
decided to wait until 1994. past most of the competition as if he
Nonetheless, continued placings had not already swam and hiked,
such as last weekend's will attract moving all the way to his ninth
interest from the commercial place finish.
sponsors who make professional
Closing the race like this has left
triathloning careers possible.
Rogers with even more confidence,
"I'd like to make it financially as in addition to showing he could
a professional, so hopefully I'll do rebound from his crash in
well enough so when I do get out Cleveland. "I know I can make up
I'm secure,"said Rogers. "Sponsors time in the run," said Rogers. "If I
watch juniors,but they don't really can improve my swim time by a
sign them. But the better you do as minute, I think I can finish in the

p hoto by Yugho Yamaguchi

medals [the top three]."
What Rogers' race did benefit
was Colby'scross-country team.He
had planned on competing in Las
Vegas on Sept. 26 at the Bud Light
TriathlonSeries,but with his placing
at the Worlds this is no longer
necessary. This allows him to
compete at Colby's first home meet,
a matchup against Bowdoin and
Bates.
"1 planned to go to Vegas, but I
was much more happy to go to
Canada,"said Rogers. 'I'm also glad
I'm able to be here for the first meet."
So is his coach, Jim Wescott.
Though he will compete for
Colby year-round, Rogers is done
triathloning until June, but don't
worry. He'll be out there training
for all three legs of the event.
"I want to improve the
swimming, and I'll keep training
for the other two [events]," said
Rogers. "I want to be ready to take
on the pros and be ready for the
[1993] World Championships in
Germany." Looks like Rogers has
some busy weekendsin store. Q

Borek will liven men's hockey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After three years of stagnation
under former coach Charlie Corey
all the men's hockey team needs is
a fresh start. Newly-appointed
men's hockey coach Scott Borek
may provide just that.
Borek arrived on campus and
brought with him a positive attitude
as well as past success in the college
coaching ranks. He originally hails
from Swampscott,Mass,and is fresh
from the success of taking a Brown
University team from a 1-25 club to
a varsity contender in a matter of
several years as assistant and then
associate head coach.
Borek, whose own playing
career was cut short by a broken
neck in his sop homore year at
Dartmouth College, began his

By Tyler Duvall
STAFF WRITER

By Jonathan Walsh

By Brian CHalloran

Colby women took top
two at Mackworth Relays

is by getting the local
community, as well as
Colby students,involved
in the team as much as
possible.
"We have to change
theperception of the fans
to a positive one through
the commitment of our
players and staff to
success," said Borek.The
new coach also plans to
get the surrounding
photo by An Drukei community involved by
reaching out to the local
Men's hockey coach Scott Borek
youth hockey league.
Each Colby hockey
coachingcarcerasanassistant while player
will "adopt a local
j
still in school. He after moved to Waterville youth hockey player in
Providence College and , most an effort to bring tho team and the
i
recently, Brown University. He community
together.
brings an aggressive style of play
"Community support is a very
and a commitment to turning important factor in a successful
around the Colby hockey program.
One of the ways he plans to do this BOREKcontinued on page 18

Geared up for one of its most
promising seasonsin recenthistory,
the women's cross country team
easily handled host University of
Southern Maineinarelayexhibition
meet last weekend at the
Mackworth Island Relays. Colby
willtravel to the U Mass-Dartmouth
meet next weekend.
The meet against USM was the
first relay in which Colby had ever
participated.Instead of runningthe
usual 3.1miledistance,each runner
ran one leg of the 1.4 mile course.
Five runners made up a relay team
and Colby sent four teams
compared to USM's two. All of
Colby's teams finished ahead of
Southern Maine.
I was very pleased with our
effort,"said Coach DebAitken. "We
took our eight fastest runners and
spread them out among the four
teams. The results were some really
close times."
The first place team consisted of

transfer AmyCheckos'95,Christine
Gallagher '96, Rima Lathrop '96,
Co-captain Candace Killmer '93and
All-American Michelle Severence
'94. Severance ran the final leg in a
time of 8:03 to pull her team into
first place after trailing by 0:30 in
the previous leg.
Colby also took second place
with a team that finished only two
seconds off the pace at 46:36.
Running for the second-place team
were Jennifer Hartshorn '94, Beth
Hernimoon '96, Michelle Parady
'93, Kelly Spooner '95 and transfer
Susan Hale '95.
"There is no comparison
between this year's team and last
year's. This year we have eight
runners who are at least as fast as
the number two last year," said
Aitken. "Our depth is very pleasing
to see."
Besides having the top two
teams Colby also posted eight of
the fastest ten single-leg times. Led
by Severance's 8:03 Colby also
received outstanding efforts from
Beth Timm '95, who ran 8:45, and
Lenia Ascenso '95, who ran 8:38.Q

Men 's soccer edges alumni
first game, said
Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian. "It also
gave me a chance to
get a really good look
at all of our players."
"Playing against
our ex-teammates is
a great experience
because they have
been through the
system and know it
well ... We still have a
lottoworkon,butit's
still pretty early in the
season," said Corey.
Hung Bui '94 was
p hoto hy Cina Wertheim
able to knockMn the
Ethan Spencer '94
game's only score
when Corey's shot
was deflected by the alumni goalie.
By Chris Davenport
"It was a great shot by Rod . I
STAFF WRITER
was just in the right place at the
ri ght time and was able to finish it
off," said Bui. .
Thoughthisyear'smen'svarsity
Theoffensecameclosetoscoring
soccer team has only two seniors, on several other occasions, only to
Captain Rod Corey'93denies it is a fall short. The midfielders, led by
rebuilding year. His point will be co-captain Jon Eddinger '93, were
well-taken if the Mules continue to strong as well. Caleb Mason '95and
play the way they did last Saturday Jan Dutton '94 split time in goal and
when they wrapped up their were both able to shut down the
preseason game with a 1-0win over alums.
the Colby alumni.
"Defensively we've been very
"A lot of people think we're solid and the keepers have been
going through a rebuilding season. steady, which was something I was
We're not," said Corey. "A lot of worried about earlier," said
sophomores and juniors have been Serdjenian. "Wc should be in pretty
eased into the program. They may good shape for the season; all our
havo been first-string subs in years boys arc healthy and in good
past, but now they're just jumping shape."
into the starting position.It's not all
The Mules traveled to Gordon
that hard of a transition."
last Monday to open their season.
"It was really nice that a strong They host Middlebury on Friday
alumni contingency showed up to and Norwich on Saturday for the
give us a good challenge before the start of the home scason.Q
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